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This chapter relates Fernand Braudel's model of
hierarchical temporal rhythms to current theoretical work on time and chronology in archaeology.
The debate between Lewis Binford and Michael
Schiffer over the existence of a "Pompeii premise"
in Americanist archaeology serves as a point of
departure, and it is shown that Binford's distinction between "ethnographic time" and "archaeological time" is encompassed by Braudel's model.
The varying tenlporal rhythms associated with
diverse socioeconon~icprocesses are relevant to
the methods of chronology-building, periodization, and cultural reconstruction. It is argued
that these associations need to be considered not
only at the level of interpretation, but also at the
levels of research design and data recovery.
Chronology-building is an integral part of the
research process, and Braudel's formulation contributes to an understanding of the dialectical
relationship between changing research questions
and chronological refinement.
Introduction
Archaeology as a historical science
Since the early days of the "New Archaeology," one of
the primary goals of archaeology has been the explanation of past culture change. The long time span represented in the archaeological record is seen as one of the
most important resources for archaeology. and the
analysis of processes of change is often viewed as archaeology's major contribution to knowledge (e.g., Plog
1973). Because of long-standing disciplinary and intellectual ties between American archaeology and anthropology (see Willey and Sabloff 1980), Lewis Binford and

the other n e u archaeologists took sociocultural anthropology as the rnodel for their vision of archaeology's
future. Archaeology was to be part of anthropology
Binford 1962).
("Archaeology as anthropology"
specifically the part concerned with change ("Diachronic
anthropology" Plog 1973).
Unfortunately, sociocultural anthropology with its
ethnographic foundation operates in a fundamentally
synchronic mode, and ethnography simply cannot
provide observations o r models of change (or stability)
over the long time spans typically dealt with in archaeology. As a "historical" discipline concerned with temporal processes, archaeology requires a conceptual
structure quite different in orientation from that o f n o n historical disciplines like sociocultural anthropology or
the other social sciences. In a theoretical treatment of
this problem, Dunnell identifies two "underlying views
of the nature of reality: space-like and time-like rr'rames"
(1982: 8). His argument that archaeology requires a
time-like view (rather than the space-like view of the
social sciences) in order to document adequately and
explain the archaeological record is paralleled by Ernst
Mayr's ( 19S2: 32-67) discussion of the distinctiveness of
evolutionary biology in relation to the physical sciences.
As a historical field of study concerned with evolutionary change over time, biology has its own methods.
theories, and epistemology that n u k e it a very different
kind of science from physics o r chemistry, two fields that
are often viewed as models for scientific procedure (see
also Gould 1986).
These concerns are not limited to archaeology o r
biology. a s Toulmin and Goodfield (1965) point out in
their treatment of the development of the various historical sciences.' These sciences, including physical cosmology, geology. evolutionary biology, and human
history (both documentary history and archaeology) all
confront a fundamental methodological obstacle the
past cannot be observed directly. Historical disciplines
must therefore devise indirect means to investigate the
past. While the particular indirect methods are necessarily distinctive for each discipline. this common
problem has produced some basic methodological parallels among historical disciplines (see Gould 1986).
Toulmin and Goodfield make this point as follows:
-

-

Throughout the centuries of intellectual endeavor,
the growth of men's historical consciousness
across subjects ranging from physical cosmology
at one extreme to theology and social history a t
the other. took closely parallel forms . . . where
disciplines with quite different subject-matters

have Faced common forms of problem (e.g. the
problem of establishing a well-founded temporal
sequence of past epochs), they have i t seems
resorted again and again t o similar strategies. T o
this extent, we conclude. physical cosmologists
today may have more to learn than they yet recognize from the theoretical quandaries facing their
predecessors in geology, and even in political
theory. (Toulmin and Goodfield 1965: 15)
-

-

Similarly. archaeologists may have more to learn that we
yet realize frol;, the methods and theories of the other
historical discipl~ncs.
Some Amer~canistarchaeologists recognize this. and
have turned to aspects of evolutionary biology for
models of sociocultural change based upon natural
selection (e.g. Dunnell 1980: Rindos 1983; Leonard and
Jones 1987). F o r the study of complex societies,
honever. models from the discipline of history rnay be
more appropriate. While Americanists have often borrowed data from history (particularly ethnohistory).
most have ignored the methods. models, and theories
uorked out by historians. This is a consequence of a
dichotomy proclaimed by the New Archaeologists
between history. viewed as particularizing and thus bad,
and science. portrayed as generalizing and thus good
(e.g. Binford 1964; 1972; Watson, LeBlanc, and Redman
197 I: 165-70). This is a false dichotomy. however. and it
reveals a profound misunderstanding of the nature of
both history and science (see Walker 1972 for a n early
critique of Binford in this regard). Scientific history,
referring to a concern with comparison. generalization,
and rigorous explanation, has a long pedigree that
includes such scholars as Marx, Weber, Bloch, Braudel.
and Wallerstein. Science. on the other hand. is not a
unitary pursuit concerned only with generalization; the
investigation of particular unique events is a c r ~ ~ c i a l
component in all of the historical sciences (Toulmin and
Goodfield 1965; Mayr 1982: 7 1-6: Gould 1987).
The relevance of history to archaeology is nothing
new to archaeologists in Britain and Europe. where the
two pursuits have long-standing disciplinary ties (Lewthwaite 1986). However, this relationship needs to be
stressed in Americanist archaeology, which has yet to
sort fully the wheat from the chaff of the New Archaeology (Trigger 1983; Kohl 1984; Dunnell 1986: Schiffer
1988). This paper explores the archaeological relevance
of a particular historical construct Fernand Braudel's
notion of hierarchical temporal rhythms. This model ties
in closely with current theoretical and methodological
work o n time and chronology in Americanist archae-

ology. Braudel's model not only helps place that work in
a wider context, but it also contributes to the clarification of archaeological goals and explanations. In a
separate paper in this volume (Smith), Braudel's insights
are applied to the archaeological and ethnohistoric
records of socioeconomic change in Postclassic central
Mexico. In addition to showing the relevance of hierarchical temporal rhythms to archaeology, the case
study also demonstrates their value in the correlation of
parallel historical and archaeological data on long-term
change.

ception of the longuc~durhr as a structural rather than a
dynamic factor presents problems, since archaeologists
deal with many examples of changes o n time scales
equivalent to and often much longer than the longur
durtk. Archaeology needs a construct that can treat
2 0 0 4 0 0 year intervals in a dynamic, not static, framework, and i t needs additional temporal constructs of
even longer duration. Such issues are dealt with by Karl
Butzer (1982) who applies concepts from ecology and
systems theory to the evidence for cultural change in the
archaeological record. Butzer defines three "dynamic
modes of adaptive systems." two of which correspond
Rhythms of temporal change in history and archaeology
t o Braudel's temporal rhythms. ( 1) Adupii\'t, rrrlju.srmt~nrs
One of Fernand Braudel's most important contributions are short-term readjustments within a dominant adapto the study of history is his notion that different his- tive strategy which resolve social and economic crises.
torical processes operate at different temporal rhythms As examples. Butzer lists "geophysical disasters, epior levels (Braudel 1972; 1980: see also Lewthwaite 1987; demics. famines. destructive wars, and dynastic
Knapp 1992; this volume). Briefly. Braudel discusses changes" (1982: 290); this level corresponds to both
four hierarchical levels of temporal change. E~,mi.s Braudel's events and the shorter type of conjuncture. (2)
concern the individual actions that Braudel (1972: 21) Atluptirr tnod~ficuiionsinvolve "substantial revision of
calls "traditional history": kings, battles, treaties, and adaptive strategies within the context of a viable and
the like. The c.onjunciure (from the French c,onjoncturt~, persistent adaptive system" (Butler 1982: 290), and
not from the English sense of the term) is Braudel's term include cases of agricultural intensification, demofor two intermediate levels of historical duration; graphic expansion. and cycles of growth, florescence.
Braudel calls the study of conjunctures "social history, and decline of civilizations. These changes correspond
the history of groups and groupings" (1972: 20). Braudel to both Braudel's longer conjuncture and the longur
divided conjunctures into two kinds: inirrrnt1diaic~-irrvi durhr. (3) Atloptive irun.sf~rma/ionsinvolve the developconjunc,/rtrt~s.which include wage and price cycles, rates ment of radically different adaptive modes. including
of industrialization. and wars; and long-irrm conjunc- late Pleistocene cultural diversification, agricultural
lures, which refer to secular changes like "long-term
origins. the formation of states, and the industrial revodemographic movements. the changing dimensions of lution: this level of change is not treated in Braudel's
states and empires (the geographical conjuncture as it scheme.
might be called), the presence o r absence of social mobiButzer's scheme extends and improves Braudel's conlity in a given society. [and] the intensity of industrial ception of temporal rhythms in two ways. First. it supplies a n additional longer perspective (the adaptive
growth" (1972: 899).
The lot~guedur& represents Braudel's most significant transformation) required in many archaeological
innovation in temporal categorization. This level des- studies. Second. Butzer's dynamic ecosystem perspective
cribes "man in his relationship to the environment. a corrects Braudel's static view of the environment by
history in which all change is slow, a history of constant stressing both environmental change (Butzer 1982: 24)
repetition, ever-recurring cycles"
(1972: 20). In and the dynamic nature of the relationship of human
Braudel's two major historical analyses ( T h e Mediirr- populations with their environment (1982: 279-320).
ranrut1 and Cioilixition and Capitulism), the longue durhr
Braudel's association of each temporal level with a
forms an almost unchanging, centuries-long background suite of relevant sociocultural processes and constraints
that furnishes constraints and opportunities for the (personal and political processes at the level of the event;
dynamic operation of change at the levels of conjuncture social and economic processes at the level of the conand event. It is a n arena dominated by "structures,"
juncture; environmental constraints at the level of the
which for Braudel are "defined then first of all by dur- longue durhr) represents an empirical finding that arose
ation and second by their effects o n human action"
out of his research for Tilt, Mrditrrrunrun and finds
(Santamaria and Bailey 1084: 79: see also Stoianovich support in Civilization u t ~ dCupituli~tn. Comparative
work in archaeology, history, and the social sciences
1976 o n Braudel's notion of structure).
From a n archaeological perspective, Braudel's con- suggests that these associations are valid (case studies,

this volume). and thus Hexter's (1973: 533) assertion
that they are "arbitrary" is incorrect.
Bailey's work (1981; 1983: 1987) on "time perspectivism" in archaeology reaches similar conclusions
independently, although he frames the issue in different
terms. Bailey utilizes the concept of hierarchical causation. "in which causes at one [temporal] scale are
treated as logically independent of causes at other
scales" (1983: 182). Thus Bailey focuses on the nature of
the variables that influence human behavior and adaptation at different time scales while Braudel focuses on
the nature of the social processes that operate at different temporal rhythms. The basic principle of recognizing
a diversity of hierarchical temporal rhythms is the same,
however, and the work of Braudel. Butzer, and Bailey
has important implications for the archaeological study
of change.' This approach parallels recent theoretical
work on biological evolution (Gingerich 1983) and
changes in ecosystems ( 0 ' Neill cr (11. 1983). where hierarchical concepts of time and change (referred to as
temporal scaling) are becoming important.
Braudel and chronology theory
Binfbrd, Schiffer , and the "Pompeii premise " in
Americanist archaeology
Braudel's work on temporal rhythms can contribute to
conceptual advances in an area that might be called
archaeological chronology theory. The debate between
Lewis R. Binford and Michael B. Schiffer over the existence of a "Pompeii premise" in .4mericanist archaeology
illustrates some of the issues involved. Robert Ascher
(1961: 324) first used the phrase "Pompeii premise" to
refer to the "erroneous notion, often implicit in archaeological literature . . . [that archaeologists recover] . . . the
remains of a once living community, stopped as it were,
at a point in time." Bintbrd (1981) reviews .4scher's
remarks and places them in the context of his own views
of the archaeological record as a static contemporary
phenomenon that was formed by dynamic processes
operating over a long period of time in the past. According to Binford, the archaeological record relates to a
different order of time from that of a living, functioning
community. .4n ethnographer observing contemporary
events and episodes operates in "quick time." while the
archaeologist recovers artifacts and patterns produced
over long intervals of time representing a "different
order of reality" (198 1: 197). I will refer to these two
levels of time as ethnographic time and archaeological
time.
From this perspective, Binford (I98 I) criticizes Schiffer

(1976a) for advocating the application of transformations that would allow archaeologists to reconstruct Pompeii-like "fossilized" assemblages reflecting
events on the level of ethnographic time. Binford
(1981: 199, 201) quotes a passage in which Schiffer
(1976a: 12-13) supposedly reveals that, in his archaeological research. he "wants to find Pompeii" (Binford
198 1 : 201). In Binford's opinion. Schiffer is wasting time
by trying to reconstruct phenomena pertaining to ethnographic time. Rather than viewing the archaeological
record as a distorted picture of past behavioral systems,
archaeologists should treat it in its own right and confine
themselves to the scale of archaeological time. Schiffer
(1985) responded by noting that there are a number of
different types of archaeological deposits, each created
through the operation of distinct formation processes,
and that Pompeii-like assemblages represent only one of
many kinds of archaeological situation. Binford's critique focuses on Schiffer's discussion of house-floor
assemblages, so Schiffer concentrates on this kind of
deposit in his reply:
the real Pompeii premise is that the archaeologist
can treat house-floor assemblages at any site CIS if'
they were Pompeii-like systemic inventories . . . by
ignoring, overlooking, or downplaying the
operation and effects of formation processes,
especially cultural formation processes, investigators r(lcirly cz.csume, in the employment of certain
analytical strategies. that their assemblages have a
Pompeii-like character. (Schiffer 1985: 18, 20;
emphases in original)
This statement is backed up by detailed reanalyses of the
work of Hill (1970) and others on house-floor assemblages in the American southwest (Schiffer 1985; 1987:
323-38). On this basis, Schiffer argues that it is Binford
(e.g. 1964: 425) and his early students like Hill and
Longacre who adhered to a Pompeii premise. Schiffer
(1985: 18) points out (quite correctly) that Binford
(1981j distorts his views, and reminds Binford that much
of Schiffer's analysis in Behuviorul Arcl~ucolog.( 1976a)
is based upon secondary refuse whose accumulation is
measured over the rhythms of archaeological time, not
ethnographic time.
The chronological issues concerning the "Pompeii
premise" may be discussed in two dimensions, the conceptual and the methodological. The conceptual dimension deals with the ways we interpret and assign significance to the different levels of time, and the
methodological dimension concerns the possibility of
measuring different time scales and temporal rhythms
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with archaeological data. These are discussed in turn by
focusing first on Binford's notions of ethnographic and
archaeological time. and then on the questions of
periodization and chronological refinement.
Binford's distinction betn-een ethnographic and
archaeological time

In a 1986 article. Binford discussed his views on the
different levels of time referred to here as ethnographic
and archaeological:
The archaeological record presents us with information vastly different from that which was available to the participants within past systems.. . T h e
archaeological record also demonstrates temporal
durations o r :I tempo of chronological change that
is very different from that perceived by persons
who participated in it. The rates of change for
most archaeologically known eras are much
slower than the rates of generational replacement
for participants in those systems. This fact must be
appreciated in two ways. First. the beliefs and
perceptions o f t h e past participants could not have
been germane to a reality of which they could not
have been aware, the macrotemporal scale of
systems change and the factors that were conditioning it. Second. the observations by ethnographers and historical figures. while perhaps
documenting something of the internal dynamics
of cultural systems. cannot be expected to be
necessarily germane to an understanding o f a much
slower and larger-scale process of change and
modification. T h u s the reality with which we deal
is one that living, breathing persons have in fact
never directly experienced. (Binford 1986: 473-4)
These two levels of time clearly parallel Hraudel's
distinction between the event and the longric d~irc;c,.but
there is a significant difference between the two formulations: for Binford, the distinction is fundamental, a qualitative difference between two "order[s] of reality"
(1981: 197). while for Braudel, the distinction between
levels is more quantitative in nature. Braudel's alternative temporal rhythms represen1 convenient sections
along a continuum rather than distinct. fundamentally
different phenomena. Binford is quite right in stating
that the long~icthirc;c, of much of the archaeological
record represents a reality "that living. breathing
persons have in fact never directly experienced" (Binford
1986: 474); indeed, Hraudel makes the same point. referring to the lorrgzir rlriri;c. as "unconscious history"
(1980: 39). However. rather than insisting on the exist-

Brcrutkc~l'ctemporal rlij~t11m.s
in arclic~rolo~qy

ence of two fundamentally different levels of time
(ethnographic and archaeological), it is more useful for
archaeologists to take advantage of the insights of
Braudel's fc>rmulationof the issue and thereby recognize
the existence of multiple temporal scales. The problem
then becomes methodological. N o archaeologist would
deny the relevance of the longuc~durbc~and o u r ability to
monitor stability and change a t this level. But is it possible to study the faster rhythms of the conjuncture o r
the event with archaeological data'?
Periodization and chronological rejinement

Because of the methodological and conceptual impossibility of dealing with instantaneous occurrences, any
consideration of temporal change must begin with
periodization, the division of the time continuum into
analytical units. There are special conditions in which a n
archaeological "period" may be very limited in time
(e.g., knapping a block of Hint). but the discussion here is
not concerned directly with such temporal divisions.
Periods are synchronic constructs in that events and
conditions occurring within a given period are treated as
analytically conlernporaneous (see Michels 1973: 1 1).
From the Neolithic stage onward, the most common
kind of archaeological period is the ceramic phase. and
archaeological studies of change ~lsuallyconsist of comparisons of variables and conditions across such units.
Some archaeologists have voiced dissatisfaction with
this procedure, which appears to impose a step-wise
model of change upon the archaeological record. Plog
(1973: 1974). for example, argues that change should be
viewed as continuous rather than step-like, and that
change can and should be monitored in the trajectories
of individual variables without the necessity of
synchronic reconstruction of conditions for each period
(see also Dunnell 1982: Blake 1985).
The continuous-versus-steps issue is a question of
scale and methods. In order to make comparisons
between different points in time, periodization is
required. because i t is methodologically not possible to
study "continuous change." T h e methods d o nor exist
that can isolate and analyze instantaneous occurrences,
and even if this were possible. which of the nearly infinite
instances would we choose to anrllyze? The real issue is
then the degree of refinement of the chronology
employed; this issue is discussed below. Plog's second
point is also problematic. a s Schiffer pointed out in a
review of Plog ( 1974):
his claim that [the archaeological] record can be
read without making synchronic statements
(reconstructing pas1 I~feways) seems curiously

inconsistent. He suggests that to obtain the temporal trace of any past variable it is sufficient to
construct quantitative indices from artifactual and
other data, applicable to several points o r periods
in time. This approach would seem to depend o n
synchronic statements, and of course these are
what Plog actually presents. (SchitTer 1976b:
1834)
The necessity of using synchronic data and analyses to
make diachronic statements does not commit the archaeologist to making complete reconstructions of life in two
o r rnore periods before studying change in selected variables. nor does it require viewing chronological differences as epistemologically equivalent to synchronic
spatial differences, a s Dunnell (1982: 13. 19) suggests.
Mayr (1982) and Gould (1986) discuss the situation in
biology. where knowledge of the diachronic processes of
past evolution is based upon analyses of synchronic
patterns ir. the present (Gould's [I9871 discussion of the
development of uniformitarian thought in eeology is
also relevant here).
In the study of change. we are thus required to construct periods o r phases and then make comparisons
among them. The issue of continuous change is a red
herring. and the crucial question is how finely can we
measure past time. o r how refined can we make o u r
chronologies'? Chronology-building and refinement are
costly a n d time-consuming activities. s o the issue must
be dealt with in two parts: ( I ) what degree of refinement
is po.v.sihlc fhr a given archaeological situation'? a n d (2)
what degree of refinement is r~retlc~ti
to address specific
research objectives'?
The major factors that determine the levels of chronological refinement possible in various archaeological
situations are the following: the age of the contexts
under study. the kind of cultural adaptation. the capabilities of chronometric dating techniques. the specific
archaeological deposits encountered and analyzed, the
archaeological recovery techniques employed. and the
level of effort and funding invested. ( I ) The ilge q f ' i l ~ r
c,onrcJ.\-1.cunder study is a major determinant of the possible level of refinement. with more recent archaeological
contexts susceptible to greater chronological control
than more ancient contexts. This is due to a number of
factors. including the time ranges of available chronometric techniques. progressive changes in the kinds of
cultural adaptations present in many areas. a n d increasing population sizes and densities in most parts of the
i~tluprurion influences
world. (2) The kintl o/' r,~ilr~lrcll
chronological refinement in several dimensions. Because

of the nature and quantity of archaeological remains
produced. chronological refinement can generally
proceed further for sedentary societies than for mobile
societies, in complex societies relative to simple societies.
and in societies with large dense populations compared
to small dispersed groups. (3) The c~uj~crhi/iric~.s
c!f'c,lirononzerric (luring rc~r~/~riiyrr~.s
(e.g. Michels 1973) clearly
influences chronological refinement, and the increasing
sensitivity of most techniques (e.g.. Hester 1987) will
help t o refine sequences in many parts of the world.
(4) The nature of the .\.l)ec,ific.trrc~lic~c~olo,~ir~i~l
tIepo.sirs
encountered and analyzed exert a degree of control over
chronological refinement. For example, architectural
contexts often permit finer temporal control than nonarchitectural contexts. and structures which exhibit a
high degree of modification and rebuilding can produce
relatively fine chronological control (e.g. Blake 1985). In
addition. burials and caches can provide abundant timesensitive artifacts. and secondary refuse is more appropriate than primary refuse'' for chronological seriation.
and thus permits finer control. (5) Finally. c~i~c~/ii~~~ologic.crl
rei.ol,rr! r c ~ c ~ l ~ n i strongly
y u t ~ . ~ influence the possibilities of
chronological refinement. It is almost always possible to
obtain finer sequences with excavated deposits than with
surface material. and such excavation questions as
natural versus metric levels. the size of grid squares, and
the use of screening play important roles in determining
the degree of refinement possible.
Chvonological refinement and avchaeological goals
Some of the constraints listed above are beyond the
archaeologist's control a n d others are largely determined by the nature of his o r her research goals.
However. some of these factors are the direct result of
fieldwork decisions, and to the latter must be added a
t ~~/~r(~i~o/og\~
final constraint (6) tllc, levill o f ' ~ f f o r r p ui11ro
in / ~ o t l,ficlcl~i,ork
i
c i t ~ i /unul~~.si.r.
Most existing archaeological sequences are capable of refinement if only the
necessary time, resources, and funds are invested.
However. chronological work is a n expensive endeavor
in both time and funds. H o w does the archaeologist
decide what level of investment is appropriate'? Should
chronology comprise a large or a small portion of one's
research activities? Braudel's work on temporal rhythms
can help resolve this issue.
Because different sociocultural processes operate at
different time scales (Braudel), o r because different variables become significant a t different times scales
(Bailey). the level of chronological refinement required
in archaeology depends heavily upon the kinds of sociocultural variables and processes under investigation.
-

Studies of large-scale demographic pattrrns or subsistence strategies can be carried out successfully with
phases of several centuries' length, a h i l e analyses of the
changing social o r economic conditions of states o r
empires require finer phases. on the order of a century o r
less. Archaeological work on such questions as warfare,
domestic cycles. o r price movements, processes operating at the scale of the shorter conjuncture, requires
even shorter periods. o n he order of decades
Chronology-building and chronologicnl refinement
should proceed in a dialectical fashion with other
research activities. It is generally acknowledged that
some fortn of chronology is needed a\ a first step in the
archaeological investigation of a new area (e.g. Thomas
1979: 1 3 7 4 0 ) . Once a basic spatial and temporal framework has been erected, archaeological research typically
turns to other issues. As new research goals and issues
arise out of the results of fieldwork. ;~nalysis,interpretation. o r theory-building. finer chronologies may or may
not he needed. A s suggested above. Braudel's work can
help the archaeologist decide how much effort t o put
into chronological refinement given the nature of thc
phenomena under investigation. If the existing sequence
is not adequate. it can be amendcd. extcnded, o r even
replaced by a more sensitive periodization. F o r this
reason. archaeological chronologies should not be
viened as final and unchanging but rather as working
constructs whose modification o r abandonment wlll
probably be needed periodically (see Hole ri rrl. 1969: 5:
Smith 1987).
Unfortunately. this attitude is often not carried into
practice, and archaeological research in many areas continues to try to fit new p r o b l e n ~ sinto the inappropriate
tiamework of old chronologies. There is a sentiment
among many archaeologists that chronology-building is
a necessary evil that must be gotten out of the way before
we can address interesting questions (note the title of
Redman et 01. 1978. Soci~11Arr~huc~olo,qt,:
Bc,~onr/Suhsi.strnc.o crrlrl Duiirlp). Some explicit attention to Braudel
and the work of Butzer, Bailey. a n d others would help
ameliorate this s i t ~ ~ a t i o n
Temporal rhythms and cultural reconstruction

Braudel and c.ultura1reconstruction

Beyond the relevance of Braudel's model for
chronology-building and diachronic analysis in archaeology. the notion of varying temporal rhythms also
comes into play in the area of synchronic analysis o r
cultural reconstruction. When a n archaeologist constructs a model of a past society or culture during a

specific phase o r pcriod. what levels o r ternporal processes are represented in the archaeological remains?
Ethnographic analogues are often used to interpret
archaeological remains. but d o the ethnographic and
at-chaeological records pertain to compatible levels of
time? This is the issue that prompted Binford's critique
of Schiffer and his subsequent remarks o n ethnographic
versus archaeological time (see above). While Schiffer
shows that in some cases it is indeed possible to monitor
short intervals of time (Schiffer 1985; 1987), Binford is
correct that in most archaeological situations. the
"quick time" of ethnography is compressed s o that the
deposits recovered by archaeologists including those
working with the material remnants of complex societies
pertain to blocks of time beyond the life span of past
individual actors.
Many of the social groups analyzed by ethnographers.
such as families o r households. extcndcd kin groups,
work parties. neighborhoods. associations, a n d the like,
are relatively short-lived phenomena and thus the
archaeological record for such groups often consists of
the con~pl-essedremains of several o r many successive
examples at a single locrition. As Binford (1982) stresses,
the archaeological record reveals more about the plures
where past activities were repeatedly carried out than
about the i n d i v i d u ~ episodes
~l
and activities themselves.
In other words. the nature of the deposits we excavate
may limit o u r temporal resolution to the level of the
lorlgue tl~4rc;ror the longer con.juncture, whereas the
ethnographic analogues frequently called on t o interpret
the archaeological record pertain to groups and processes that exist o n the level of the event. This disjunction between ethnography and archaeology. discussed
above in reference to Binford's work, can make ethnographically derived interpretations of the archaeological
record problen~atic.The example of "household archaeology" illustrates this point.
-

-

"Hous~~hold
archaeolo~j"and time: some problems

The household as a social group is defined by ethnographers in a varicty of ways. in some cases emphasizing
kinship and in other cases residence, while more recently
functional attributes have come to the fore in household
studies (see Yanagisako 1979: Netting, Wilk, and
Arnould 1984). A n anthropological focus on households
has a number of advantages in the study of agrarian
societies, for households are usually the primary units of
production, consumption. and reproduction. The
increasing attention being paid to households by anthropologists parallels recent trends in social history and the
social sciences. and the cross-cultural a n d cross-
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temporal study of households, domestic groups. and
families is now an important social science subfield in its
own right.
Archaeologists, particularly those working in
Mesoamerica, were quick to jump on the household
bandwagon, citing the same justifications for household
study a s are found in the literature of anthropology and
other disciplines. In addition to the social-theoretical
and comparative benefits of the household focus, there
are two strong attractions of the household as a unit of
analysis in archaeology. First, the study of households
helps tip the balance of archaeological research away
from temples, tombs, and palacesand toward the bulk of
the population in ancient societies. Second and perhaps
most attractive t o archaeologists is the simple fact that
houses are relatively prominent in the archaeological
record, and this is n methodologically convenient scale
of analysis (see Wilk a n d Rathje 1982; Rathje 1983; and
Wilk and Ashmore 1988 for programmatic statements
a n d case studies of household archaeology).
In their rush to study ancient households, archaeologists have ignored the issue of the temporal scales
discussed in this article. The warnings of Dunnell (1982)
and Binford (1981; 1986) on the compatibility of
archaeological a n d ethnographic data are not acknowledged in this work. H o w d o archaeologists isolate the
remains of a single household in the past? This only
happens in those cases where we have a catastrophic
abandonment event (e.g., Pompeii), o r in rare situations
when new houses are built and occupied for only one
generation before being abandoned (e.g.. Snow 1989). In
most agrarian societies. however, houses are used for
more than one generation and the refuse deposits associated with a house contain the compressed remains of
several successive households that occupied the structure. If archaeologists canno1 identify and study individual households, then where does this leave "household archaeology"'?
A brief example from my own research illustrates the
problem that time creates for studies of ancient households. In 1986 the Postclassic Morelos Archaeological
Project excavated 44 Late Postclassic houses a t the sites
of Capilco a n d Cuevcomate in Morelos, Mexico (see
Smith el al. 1989). House remains consist of stone foundation walls and floors, and fragments of adobe (mud
brick) were recovered adjacent t o the walls. Relative
and chronometric dating work indicates that over half
of the houses were occupied for a century o r less. with
the remainder occupied for about two centuries.
This accords with ethnoarchaeological observations
of nearby rnodern adobe houses with stone foundations

that often have a use-life of a century o r more. While the
excavated houses have relatively dense middens in association, artifacts in those deposits cannot be assigned to
temporal units finer than ceramic phases of about a
century. Thus it is impossible to isolate the remains of
single "households" from these sites, although it is likely
o n comparative grounds that households did indeed
inhabit the houses. This situation of long-lasting houses
and temporal phases of 100 years o r more is not unusual
in the archaeolog) of agrarian states. If we cannot
identify o r isolate a single "household" in these domestic
remains. then what kind of social category is relevant to
their interpretation?
A n acknowledgement of the temporal problems
involved in cultural reconstruction leads to a different
approach to the social analysis of archaeological
remains. Rather than simply borrowing analy~icalunits
from ethnography, as in the case of household archaeology. archaeologists should construct their own interpretive units to assign sociocultural meaning to the
archaeological record. For the social interpretation of
permanent housing in agrarian societies. I suggest the
concept of "household series" as a replacement for
"household" (see Smith 1989). The household series may
be defined as the sequence of households that successively inhabit a given structure o r house over a span of
more than one generation. This analytical unit follows
Binford's (1982) call for a place-orientation in archaeological systematics a n d has the advantage of being a unit
thal is relevant a n d detectable in many archaeological
situations.
O n the other hand. the household series has the disadvantage of being a construct whose social significance
is virtually unknown. The social correlates of archaeological categories need to be established with comparative evidence, yet the ethnographic record tells us
little o r nothing about the nature of successive households a t a single house-site over several generations.
much less o n the material expressions of such a phenomenon. Studies of the family decelopmental cycle (Goody
1958) are relevant but insufficient for dealing with
changes over more than two generations. C a n we make
the assumption that the socioeconomic situation and
activities of the successive inhabitants of a given housesite o\;er se\eral generations were relatively consistent
through timec?If the fortunes a n d conditions of household series fluctuate greatly frorn one generation to the
next. then there may be a significant amount of
synchronic socioeconomic variability that is masked by
the compressed nature of most archaeological deposits.
There is a clear need for comparative data o n such
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phenomena so that sociocultural analogues for archaeological remains will pertain to appropriate levels of time.
Key social issues that need to be investigated involving
the household series include the inheritance and sale of
houses and property. changes in residence. and gcnerational continuity in wealth. occupation. and other conditions. Archaeologists need first to assemble comparative ethnographic and historical data o n these
phenomena and consider the causal forces influencing
intra- and inter-cultural varlation, and then to develop
appropriate models o r correlates o f their material
expressions.
In the process of building models and analogies
appropriate to the archaeological study o f residences,
archaeologists can turn to the historical record. Unfortunately, Braudel has little to say about households and
their changes through time. This area is part of "material
civili~ation,"which is treated as a structural element in
( 198 I ) .
volume 1 of Rrwudel's C'ivilizutior~und Cupitulist?~
The burgeoning field of "family history" has produced
voluminous data o n changing patterns of household
demography and organization (e.g., Goody, Thirsk. and
Thompson 1978; Netting. Wilk. and Arnould 1984), but
the unit of analysis and conlparison is the single household o r the community, not the individual building.
A few French family historians have begun to explore
relevant issues like the relationship o f peasant households to individual house-sites, and the socioeconomic
conditions o f "lines" of peasant families. over several
generations (e.p., Lamaison 1979: Segalen 1986). This is
clearly a n area that archaeologists need to pay attention
to. Sabloff has recently suggested that "what ethnoarchaeology has been in recent years to the study o f
hunter-gatherer groups, history will be. I predict. to
research o n complex societies" (Sabloff 1986: 116).
Sabloff's primary reason for making this statement is the
lack of modern enthographic analogues to the preindustrial state-level societies of the past. Beyond this factor.
archaeologists also need history to provide comparative
information o n social units and social processes over
longer time spans. This kind of information is required
not only for studies o f change, but for synchronic reconstructions as well. While Braudel's work makes few
specific contributions to changing conditions o n the
household o r family level, his temporal frameworks can
be extended to this level, as is shown by recent Annal~s
work (e.g., Lamaison 1979).
In sum. one of the major determinants of the level of
comparability between the ethnographic~historical
record and the archaeological record is the scale of time
represented in the two sources of data (Binford 1981:

Bruudel'.~tc~mporalrhythms in archneolog~~

1982). Before archaeologists can make effective use of
ethnographic and historical analogues in th2 interpretation o f synchronic phenomena. they need t o consider the
issue o f varying temporal rhythms. As in the case of
diachronic analysis and chronology-building, Fernand
Braudel's work is of clear relevance to the common
archaeological procedure of cultural reconstruction.
Conclusion
The various socioeconomic processes that characterized
past societies operated at different temporal scales, and
Braudel's work demonstrates that archaeologists need to
take this issue into account in their models. The significance o f varying temporal scales is implicated not
only a t the level of interpretation and explanation,
however, but also at the level of research design and
methodology. The design and planning of archaeological research must include careful consideration o f
chronological issues in both the theoretical (temporal
rhythms) and practical (archaeological sequences and
chronological refinement) dimensions. Braudel's work
ties in closely with current thinking by Bailey. Butzer,
Binford, Dunnell, Schiffcr, and others concerned with
the theoretical and methodological bases of modern
archaeology. A recognition of this linkage may help lay
to rest the unproductive anti-historical orientation of the
new archaeology while yielding a new appreciation of
archaeology as a fundamentally historical science.

Notes
1 This paper takes the position that archaeology is and should
be a scientific discipline concerned with the documentation
andexplanation of sociocultural variability as expressed in
the archaeological record (conircr Shanks and Tilley 1987).
Most Americanist archaeologists would probably concur.
and a materialist orientation is dominant in New World
archaeology (e.g., Thomas 1979: Butzer 1982; Kohl 1984;
Binford 1986).
2 The notions of time and chronology found in the wol-k of
Braudel, Butzer, and Bailey are based upon a materialist
epistemology that incorporates a scientific approach to the
study of the past. Shanks and T~lley(1987: 120-6) present an
alternative "post-processual," anti-objectivist critique of
Bailey's time perspectivism. While their remarks may have
some relevance in the ethnographic study of perceptions of
social time, their denial of the dimensionality of time and the
possibility of an objective knowledge of the past is counterPI-oductive for archaeology. Kudwick's (1985: 451-5) discussion of cartography as a metaphor for scientific enquiry,
discussed by Lewthwaite (1986: 57). is useful in showing the
necessary contribu~ionsof both "discovery" dnd "construction" in the historical sciences. While Shanks and Tillep are
correct in observing that many new archaeologists may ha\,e
tipped the balance too heavily toward objective science (''diucovery") In archaeological interpretation, these authors'

rejection of objectivity in archaeolog) I S a clear case of
throwing out the baby with the bathwater.
3 Secondary refuse I S thc most appropriate kind of deposit to
use for quantitative seriation techniques because of the
variety and abundance or artifacts and the general lack of
functional spccificity of such refuse deposits (Smith
1983: 205 6). Seriation can often produce a very fine-grained
ordering of deposits. but these refined sequences are usually
collapsed into coarser phases for analysis just as adjacent
stratigraphic levels are often lumpcd into phases. There are
three reasons for this lumping. which reverses the normal
direction of chronological refinement: comparability. sample
size. and precision. Archaeologists need to make comparisons among deposits, and coarser phases are easier to use
than the finer sequence of individual deposits (see Drennan
1976: 54). Also. individual deposits often have too few artifacts for confident quantification. and lumping chronologic~rllyadjacent deposits into phases enlarges the size of the
artifact sample. Finally, a seriation curbe may be accurate,
though at a coarser scale than the sequence of individual
deposits; lumping deposits into phases cancels out the
potential lack of chronological prec~sionin the exact order of
deposits (see Smith 1983: 244).
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